my REFLECTION journal
This Journal Belongs to:
Draw or Describe:
Something you are proud of.
Draw or Describe:
What happiness looks like.
Draw or Describe:
Your favourite memory.
Draw or Describe:
A time you felt worried or nervous.
Draw or Describe:
The perfect day.
Draw or Describe:
How you feel today.
Draw or Describe:
What makes a good friend.
Draw or Describe:
Something kind you can do for another person.
Draw or Describe:
What community means to you.
Draw or Describe:
Something special about your community.
Draw or Describe:
What you want to change or add to your community.
Draw or Describe:
A time you contributed to your community.
Draw or Describe:
Draw or Describe:
Draw or Describe:
Draw or Describe:
Draw or Describe:
Draw or Describe:
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